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The projectile’s horizontal position at any time can be found from 
the equation
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where vx is the horizontal component of velocity and 
 dx is the horizontal distance at any time.

Nothing needs to be added to the horizontal position, since the force 
of gravity works only in the vertical direction. The path of a projectile 
affected only by gravity (no air resistance) has a specific curved shape. 
This curve is referred to as a parabola. You drew a parabolic path on 
Earth and the Moon in the Investigate.

The vertical and horizontal components of the launch velocity can be 
found either by graphical methods (measuring) or by calculation. To 
find the velocities graphically, draw a right triangle with an angle to 
the horizontal the same as the launch velocity. Make the length of the 
hypotenuse equal to a scaled down version of the launch velocity. When 
you use a ruler to measure the size of the vertical and horizontal sides 
of the triangle, you have found the scaled down size of the vertical 
and horizontal launch velocities. You then scale the velocities up to the 
correct values.

To calculate the vertical and horizontal launch velocities, trigonometry 
can be used.

Knowing these velocities and using this method allows you to solve 
numerous problems in trajectories. 

Sample Problem
A field-goal kicker in a football game on the 
Moon kicks the ball at an angle of 53° to the 
horizontal with a speed of 10 0. m/s . Will the 
football clear the crossbar 3.0 m above the 
ground if the goal post is 54 m away?

Strategy: First, measure the vertical and 
horizontal components of the velocity by 
setting up a scale diagram similar to the 
one on the right. The measured vertical 
and horizontal velocities then will be 
v vy xm/s and m/s, respectively.= =8 6

Given: g 21.6 m/s=                  v y m/s= 8
vx m/s= 6

 
Solution: 

The time it takes the ball to travel the 54 m horizontally to the goal post 
is found using the horizontal velocity equation
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All quantities are considered positive if 
they are directed upward. The object is 
assumed to have started at the position (0,0).
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In these equations, x  and y  are the 
horizontal and vertical positions, vx0
and vy0  are the horizontal and vertical 
components of the velocity at time 0= .
Here, g is the acceleration due to gravity, 
and t  is the time. 

Notice that the horizontal component
of the velocity is constant and equal to
its value at time 0= . Finally, g  is a
negative number since the acceleration due 
to gravity is down (−9 8. m/s2  on Earth and 
−1 6. m/s2 on the Moon).

In analyzing projectile motion where the 
object starts at some height and returns 
to the same height, there is an easy way 
to use these relationships. Note that the 
motion from the start up to the point 
of maximum height is the same as the 
motion from the maximum height down 
to the finish except that one is the reverse 
of the other. The important point is that 
the time it takes for the projectile to reach 
its maximum height is the same as the 
time it takes for it to descend from its 
maximum height to the finish. Find the 
time it takes to reach its maximum height 
first, and use this result to find other 
quantities of interest.

As the projectile goes up, the vertical 
component of its velocity vy  decreases. At 
the same time the horizontal component 
of its velocity vx remains constant. 
At some point in time vy  decreases to 
zero, then through zero, and finally 

becoming negative. When vy is positive, 
the projectile is rising, and when vy is 
negative, the projectile is falling. The 
point at which vy is zero is the point of 
maximum height of the projectile. Setting 
vy = 0  yields
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The total time the projectile is in the air 
ttotal is twice the time it takes to reach 
maximum height, so
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From this result, it is easy to see that 
if two projectiles on Earth and on the 
Moon start off with the same value of 
vy0,  the time in flight is six times longer 
on the Moon because the value for the 
acceleration due to gravity g is one sixth 
as large on the Moon.

 1. Did your results for the two 
trajectories you constructed in the 
Investigate agree with this?

Finding the maximum height is not 
difficult now that you know the time it 
takes the projectile to reach its maximum 
height. Simply substitute tmax into the 
equation for y ylet = 00( ) and see if you 
can get the equation
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 2. How should the maximum heights of 
a projectile launched with the same 
value of vy0  on Earth and the Moon 
compare? Compare this with your 
constructed trajectories.
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